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I I M T R O D U C T I O I M

INTRODUCTION
"The day when men first decided that home cooking was not a necessary
evil has gone unrecorded amone-st the great battle dates. But we Celebrate the victory every day in manners and surroundings which were
unknown 50 years ago. The restaurant is probably a development of
the kitchen taverns of the early Middle Ages and reached a recognizably modern form only 400 years ago in the coffee houses of London."'
Records reveal that the first restaurant in the United States was the
Old Absinthe House in New Orleans, It is probably 215 years old.
About sixty-five years later Delmonica's opened as New York's first
dining place. From there the development switched to Chicago where,
in 1838, Tremont House opened. From then on restaurants began to
spread all over the United States,
The restaurant business has evolved into the fourth largest industry
in the United Ststes from these sparse beginnings. This important
industry deserves serious consideration i^'hen one plans to enter the
business. This program attempts to delve into the makings of a
restaurant and define a suitable solution.

FOOTNOTE
1. Joan Adler and William W, Atkin, Interiors Book of
Restaurants. (Whitney Library of Design: New York, New York, 1960)
p, Iv,
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GOALS
There are several forms of food service and more than one objective
when serving food and drink tc the matron. In the commercial restaurant, the main buriness objective is to make a profit, although,
of course, this can rarely be done unless the patron is pleased.
The objectives are i^su^lly not clear-cut but may actually be a
blending of two or Dore.
The goals for this restaurant shall be defined as both profit and
pleasing p=5trons. The profit motive combined with the objective of
pleasing patrons maVes up the greatest share of the market. The profit motive objective in the industry is the strongest and perhaps the
most eno-mpassing ir the number of units affected, the people employed, and the total dollar volume of sales. The re^^son for ole^sing
oatrons is the reward of their repeat business.

CLIENT
The client, for which this program is beins- written, is a small imaginary corporation. The crccess in which thi ?• corporation was devised has greatly been effected by numerous acquaintances with very
successful corporations ^v.r\ establishmer.ts in this pert of the country. It is, therefore, modeled after a proven means of establishing
a successful restaurant.
The members of the corporation have had previous encounters with the
restaurant business and recognize the profit potential in this type
of establishment, "Experience, manap:erial capabilities, and personality" in the restaurant business "are highly- desirable if not essential. "^ The restaurant owner-manager must com'-^ine oublic relations
abilities with handyman, cook, cashier, and various other skills.
••He m.ust be a good businessman behind the scenes, an artist to his
public, and a dependable f'^ther figure to his staff. "^
These men have Incorporated so f3s to pool knowledge and financial
bac>in£r in hopes that thoy can develop a fine dining and drinking
establishment for their home town of Midland, Texas, If successful,
this restaurant will be the basis for a small chain of sim.ilarly well
designed restaurants in the southwest.

FOOTNOTES
2, Joan Adler and William W, Atkin, Interiors Book of
Restaurants, (Whitney Library of Design: New York, New York, I960)
p. 1.
3. Ibid.
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The re^-taur^nt will cater basically to the middle and upper income
•rrDurr. The city of >:iM-^n.d, Texas is "known for its high percentage
o^ ^^jicdle and ucp'^-r iriome residents. The majority of the patrons
will fall into well defli-od categories. These categories are young
families; older -couples whose children have left home; business people on hurried lunch hours; young singles datinsr; business peoole on
expense accounts. Each of these groups has specific needs. These
needs must be met ir. order to attract and hold maximum patronage.
A brief summary of the needs of the clientele groups will set up basic criteria for the imare of the rest^^urant. "Two importent characteristics to remember about young families is that they frequently
hnve limited budgets ^nd. sm^ll children. Fortunately, these two
items may work hand in hand*?* in benefiting the restaurant. Children
usually prefer simple foods that are familiar to them, and these simple foods are often economical to serve. Equally important as the
menus to f'^milies with children is the feelins- not only of acceptance
but of a wqrm welcome for all.
"Older couples without c'^ ildren will welcome a comfortable yet more
elegant atmosphere than they have been accustomed to when raising
their children. Surroundings and music that will stimulate their
conversation and arc use their interest in each cither and make them
feel young and alive and alert again will be welcomed. Some couples
are lonely p.nd will want to talk; others may be rese^-ved and want
only thoughtful...service."5
The basic need of business people on hurried lunch hours is speed of
service. They have a limited amount of time to spend and seek fast,
efficient service. Business people on lunch hours are also concerned
about the cost of meals i= s their budgets are sometimes as limited as
their time,
"Young singles d^tirg often have a limited budget, too, but they're
rarely in a hurry. They want a spot where they can eat in a relaxed
atmosphere...often one that will impress their date...and ^^^^re they
can linger long, since being together is their real reason for patron-

izing'.**the restaurant.
"The final group of adult patrons - business people on an expense account - constitute the prime target for gourmet clubs and restaurants,
elite supper clubs with entertainment, and fine hotel dining rooms.
Expense is no problem here. Instead, the key words are status and
entertainment,"' Upper-income-group people are accustomed to elegant
surroundings and perhaps even to being served by household help and
other service people. Surroundings and service must meet their
standards.
"While the same is not true of middle-income people, here, too, a
certain elegance of surroundings and public image is important but
for a different reason."^ A characteristic of the middle class Is
frequently a desire for status. If B family dines at what appears to
be a very fine restaurant, even though the prices are moderate, they
will feel that they are special and will have gained some status appeal from patronizing the restaurant,
"No longer is foodservlce the simple operation it was a few years
ago. Today's patron...is increasingly sophisticated in his needs and
desires."'
The restauranteur must be aware of these needs ==nd desires, desicn a
menu to satisfy them, and encourage the patron to dine at his establishment.

FOOTNOTES
4. Iris and Steven Laine, Promotion in Food Service, (McGrawHill Book Company: New York, New York, I972) p. 30.
5. Ibid., p. 36.
6. Ibid., p. 37.
7. Ibid,, p. 3«.
S, Ibid., p. 39.
9. Ibid.. p. hy.
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SITE - GENERAL
One important decision affecting design is that based on the msin
site location. There are two major categories into which possible
site locations can be classified. These are the urban, wiich includes city, towh, and suburban sites, and the highway which includes
the super-highway, local highway, and country road sites.
The aim of the highway restaurant is to attract customers at first
glance. In these situations, a moment's hesitation on the part of
the potential customer will sweep him oast the restaurant and into
the grasp of a competitive restaurant.
In the case of the urban category, the problem is precisely the opposite. The suburban area may count on a little less competition and
a little more vehicular traffic than the town and city centers but
they, too, are depentant mainly on pedestrian traffic and on local
reputation. Their aim is to attract and keep the strolling passerby
of the type they want.
Some sites, by their very nature, practically insure clientele. Sites
near office "buildings, hi^h density housing such as apartment complexes, arid stores ranging from exclusive shops to department stores
are high.vpriority examples. Sometimes a site is advantageous because
of a^lack of cubllc feeding facilities in ?• local community or along
a stretch of highway.

F I IM A IM C I IM G

FINANCING
Market Analysis
As in many businesses today, the restaurant business is a highly competitive one. Due to this there are many discontinuances, "It wos
estimated that, of proprietors openinsr in a given year, 33 1/2^ discontinue by the end of the first year; another 15^ have done so by
the end of the second year; and by the end of the fifth year, a total
of 805^ of these businesses have closed down or passed into other
hands,""* Most of these failures are due to a lac'-: in managerial experience and competence on the part of the owner-manascer. "These are
hi:7h percentaa-es of failure, but, in spite of ther, the total number
of successful eatinsr places is steadily rising,"" It is well known
thc-t the "eatinr out habit is growinn- in the United States. More
people are working aw«=y from home and need meals out; more people are
•^Pr-^inning to consider a meal to be a part of their evening's entertainment awsy from hom^e; mobility is increasing and with it the need
to eat out; with the !:rroT'ing number of vrorking wives there is B tendency to 'give her a rest' and forego home cooking."" A marked
source of restaurant custom, has been provided by tee.nagers because of
the certain status associated with taking a date out for a meal in a
fine e«5tablishment, "Somewhere near 20,000 new restaurants open every
year."" "At this time the future of the restaurant business looks
very brl^rht. As the population grows and continues to m.ove out to
the suburbs, new restaurants must be activated to meet the de-^<=nd s. "i*
Operation Analysis
The first step a restaurant manager must take to determine his operational finances is to decide on what net profit he expects to make.
He then works backward "from this through necessary sales volume to
achieve this pr-ofit to amount of sales space required to provide tne
sales volume."" Usually the net profit lies somewhere bettveen 10.^
and 20^ of ^rr^f-s sales volume. Just as an example, if a net profit
of 120,000 per annum is required, the necessary gross sales must,be
between $200,000 and $ij-00.000 per annum and therefore from $^,0.0 to
$8,000 per week. "Taking a five-day week average to ellow for.holidays and off-days, the daily gross sales should be from .^«00 to :.1,600.
W??h an average check per head of $^.50 there must be approximately
10

[jj

200-^1-00 customers per day. "i*"From this an operator should determine
the space he will require to assure him the necessary turnover,"''
in j.

Facilities Budget

, "

,'\

The restaurant budget must be a carefully planned program. The restaurant income dollar must be spent wisely and divided proportionately
among the various expenses. The different expenses include food cost,
salaries and wages, and operating expenses. Operating expenses rank
high in the budget. Some of these expenses are utilities, uniforms,
laundry, china, glass, silver, employee relations, insurance, cleaning supplies, printing, advertising, rent, taxes, maintenance, etc.
Food cost and operating expenses together take up about 66% of the
income dollar while salaries and wages takes care of about 25^ and
the remaining 9% is considered to be net profit.

11
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FOOTNOTES
M-

10, Joan Adler and William W,fitkin.Interiors Book of
Restaurants, (Whitney Library of Design: New York, New York, I960)
pp, 1-2,
11, Ibid., p. 2.
12, Ibid.
13, Ibid.
Ik,
James P. Coffman, Introduction to Professional Food Service,
(Published by Institutions Magazine, 19*^8).
15, Adler, ££. cit,. p. 6.
16, Adler, o£. cit.
17, Adler, o£, cit.
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IMAGE AND ATMOSPHERE
Exterior and Interior
"The term 'exterior' in the case of a restaurant may be taken to include signs, landscaping, parking areas, buildings, entrance doors,
and windows. The function of the Exterior design is to attract, by
all appropriate means, customers into the interior where, if it lives
up to the exterior, they can be relied upon to stay,"'^
«I.

I

"To" perf^orm t^his-function effectively.': the extertor as a whole mustconvey to the viewer a correct impression of the interior ana of the
type of restaurant Into which he is being invited."" This coherence
between exterior and interior can be produced by the derivation of
themes, sym.bols, 'i.nc tr^^demarks. "Their use is as applicable to the
exterior as to the Interior and exterior must be in harmony, not only
with its own elements, but also with the whole restaurant complex. "2°
'f'he customer's first impression of the restaurant's interior is gained from the restaurant's exterior. "The impression arises not only
from the actual design of the exterior itself >^ut also '''rom .s:limpses
of the interior"*' from, the outside through doors, windows, and screens,
The atmosphere producing elements of light c^nd color are usually discussed in their conrection with restaurant interiors. The design of
the exterior is very reliant on t-.ese important elements also. "They
can be used in sians, facades, detailing, and landscaping."" Personal taste is usually the criteria for the selection of color ^-s a design element, "Where the location makes it possible-, the landscaping? itself can be mede to provide all the necessary color for an exterior leaving the building elements to be finished as plainly as
possible so ^s not to compete."" In color choice, it is imoortant to
remember that muddy color ranges should be avoided as the desired
effect of any type restaurant
'Is one of freshness and cleanliness
and, incidently, it should be well-maintained for just that reason. "^4

iijij

him'

"The entrance door itself should form the climax of the exterior's
attraction. It should accord in design with the restaurant's theme
as a whole."" Psychological blocks to the entry must be avoided.
13
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This is a simple tpsk as lone: as the entrance doors are easily recognizable and ease of access is obvious. "Probably the most alluring
kind of entrance is the step-down one."**
"Lastly, we must ccnsider the exterior in relation to its environment. Considereticn must be given to harmony with a pleasing environment or with an enYircnm.ent which already has a distinctive flavor
of its own."*^

f if I!' f
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FOOTNOTES
18. Joan Adler and William W. Atkin, Interiors Book of
^Qstaurants. (Whitney Library of Design: New York, New York, I960)
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2^4-.
25.
26.
27.

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., p, 68.
Ibid., p. 69.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 70.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Opg.RATIQNAL. A:.ALISIS
Employees and Activities
organization chart
The importance of an organization chart cannot '--^e overemphasized.
The key word is "organization". Without good organization, a successful business is almost, impossible to attain. An organization chart
shows exactly who is responsible for doinsr what. It prevents duplication of effort by graphically illustrating what each employee is expected to do, With a well planned chart, every employee knows, or
should know, exactly to whom he is expected to report. Employees
have a rlgh<- to know vrhere they fit into a con-pany. A good chart
will answer that question for them.
MANAGER
A:^ SI ST ANT MANAGER

I
OFFICE

1
MAINTENANCE
COOK
1—

BACK-UP CCCK

I
BAR:.
COCKTAILS
BARTENDER
BAR BACKS

I

1
DINIAiG RCCX:
HOSTESS
WAITER
BUSBDY

'i •

Jlljl

DISHA'ASHER

16

dishwasher
The dishwasher's Job is one of the most important to the restaurant.
Every male employee in the organization must start in the position of
dishwasher. Personnel advance from dishwasher on their merits and as
a higher up position is vacated, not on their seniority with the company. Therefore, it is to every dishwashers advantage to do the best
Job possible.

I

Dishes are to be separated and stacked properly so as to keep breakage at a minimum. The dishwasher's foremost job is to make sure that
all items washed come out spotless and sanitized. All dishes are to
be rinsed off before being put into the dishwashing machine. The
wash water should be at least l^^-O degrees and the rinse water should
be at least 180 degrees,
basic duties of the dishwasher
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clean and sanitize all dishes and cooking utensils.
Keep all shelving in the dish area clean.
Keep all equipment clean. If the equipment is not functioning properly, the management should be notified immediately.
The floor should be kept clean at all times, minimizing
the chance of someone sllppins-,
The walk-in is to be kept in order and cleaned regularly.
The dishwasher is to help the cook at anytime that he may
need it. The dishwasher is the cook's assistant.

cook
The cook is under the general supervision of the manager and owner.
The primary function of the cook is to put food out of the kitchen
that he and the management are proud of. The cook supervises and
directs the dishwashers, cook preparators, and any activity related
to the kitchen; and through his subordinates engages in planning,
organizing, directing, and controlling the kitchen through the most
efficient means available.

17
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basic duties of the cook
1.

Perform supervising duties
A. Observe all work by subordinates to make sure that the
work meets the management's specifications,
B. Supervises the cooking of all foods sold.
C. Controls and adheres to the correct and most efficient
methods in the kitchen.
D. Inspects equipment to insure proper conditions and use.
Requests repairs as needed.
2. Performs managerial duties
A. Evaluates work practices to alleviate hazards and sees
that subordinates adhere to the safest methods of work.
B. Initiates notices of employee performance for deficient
work, thievery, etc.
C. Adheres to the optimum method of managing the kitchen and
fellow employees.
3. Performs administrative duties
A. Oria-inates and maintains en optimum level of food stuffs
in the kitchen.
B. Checks incoming orders to be sure of weight, count,
quantity, and aucilit^.
-!+. Performs specific working duties
A. Make inventory repo-^ts in written form on meat before
lunch shift; and maintain a mental inventory of all other
food stuffs.
Sh^ll cut and preo^re me<=ts, prepare other food s^-uffs
and supervise in these ac^-ivities.
C. Shall be fully acquainted with the kitchen and its
D. equipment.
Shall work in congruence with any employee in order to
E. please the customer.
Shall be certain that all beverages such as coffee,
tea, or milk are prepared for the coming shift.
Sh<'ll keep working st'^tion in a clean, orderly manner
during shifts qnd upon leaving the kitchen at the end
and
^
^
^ ....
G. of a shift.
Shall submerge broilincr grills In water nightly,
submerge oven .crills when needed.

18

H.
I.
J.
K.

Shall maintain optimum stock of food stuffs, and report
any deficiencies to the manager.
Shall teke physical inventory of the number of dinners
served, and submit the count to the manager.
Shall be certain that the kitchen will be left impregnable to t-ievery by locking the security equipment."
Shall do best- to anticipate any im-^ediate shortages,
and act in accordance.

^-H usboys

The busbo.y is an assistant to the waiters. The busboy should be
aware of all workings on the floor, as he may sometimes be asked to
perform the waiter's duties. The foremost responsibility of the busboy is to bus and reset tables after they h^ve be^n used. He should
also wipe out c-iairs 9nd clean up trash around tables. Bus trays
should always be kept in waiter's station.
basic duties of the busboy
1.
2.
3.
h.
5.
6.
7.

Refills ice bins.
Refills bread warmers.
Makes coffee and tea.
Clean ashtr^^ys before replacini? on tables.
Refill cont'^iners on salad bar and mske sure clean salad
plates pre out.
y;ake sure customers hpve plenty of water, ice tee, ^-rc
Help waiters to service t*^eir t^^bles -i-.hei they are husy.
Busboys will be adv<?nced to the waiter status on the recommendation of the present waiters and on the judgement of
the m^nap-e-ent. This can be attained through a knowledge
of his Job pv.ci hard work.

fit

—-waiters
The waiter hes the specific job of waiting on customers. The quests
are '^is responsibility, once se-ted in his station. His salary is
paid almost entirely by th- ^uest. To them he is their servant,

j
|
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i

Every waiter is expected to always come dressed in a clean uniform
and be presentable. A few things that the waiter should rem.ember
are:
1. Treat fellow employees as you would want to be treated.
2. Treet the restaurant as if it belonged to you.
3. Help, cooperate, and vjork tosether because the guest pays
the wages and he is the most important person to come into
the rest<=uront.
v:aiting procedure
The hostess v^ill seat customers in the dining room and at this time
she will put a dinner check with the customer's narre on it in a slot
for that particular table. The v^aiter is to immediately provide water for the ta>-le and greet the customer by n^me and introduce himself. He then makes the customer familiar with the menu. The waiter
then excuses '-ilmself giving the custo-ner time to read the menu and
make a choice of food. He should be able to give the customer a suggestion if he wants one. The only way he can do this satisfactorally
is by being extremely familiar with the menu. He should be sure to
check ^to see that a cocktail hostess has gotten the customer's cocktail order.
The next s+'ep should be to actuall.y take the food order. The waiter
will start with the first lady on the left and proceed clockwise taking the ord'^rs of the ladies, then start with the first men on the
left and repeat the proceedure. At this time he should try to sell
wine. The waiter nc-.' must rinff the order on the c«^sh rea-ister and
make sure it is priced properly. Before turning the order in to the
cook, he merks the time of entry on the back of the ticket so that he
can keep track of how long it has been turned in. The order is then
given to the cook. When the ord=r comes out it is served promptly.
The waiter then goes b^ck to the table and checks to see If everything is satisfactory '=-n(^- to enquire if anyone needs anything. He
should remove •^ny e-^pty plates and refill beverages. At this time he
should start selling ddssert and after dinner cocktails. He should
not rush the customer but try to get his ticket back to aim immediately. The waiter is responsible for making the customer's change after
which he th-^nks them end excuses himself,

.|

m\
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hostess
The hostess is to greet the customer, as well as treat:him as a
special guest in her own home. She should make the a-uest feel that
h'^ is welcome and wanted. She should keep the entrance area strai^^ht
= nd iv- order, fold nepkins, and prepare place settings. The guests
will be seated in f^^^: organized manner as not to overload any particular welter. She should take charge of the dining room and be aware
of empty <='.r>.'^ occuppied tables. The hostess should always introduce
the waiter to the custo-ier. She should be polite, courteous, and
attentive during her brief contact with the customer.
procedure for hostesses
The hostess will first need to greet the customer, after which she
will inquire if he would care for a cocktail in the lounge before
being seated in the dining room. If the customer prefers a cocktail
first, she should direct him to the lounce, put his nam.e on a dinner
ticket, and give it to the cocktail hostess. If he is s-cing directly
to the dininp- room, she should give a dinner check with the customer's
name on it to the waiter. She should also summon a cocktail hostess
to the table if the customer prefers a cocktail while dining. The
hostess is responsible for keeping the guest well supplied with coffee,
tea, water, or anything else they may desire. The hostess is a very
important member of the organization as she is the first and last person to see the customer. It is her duty to give the customer a favorable Impression that he will remember until he is in ag^in.

ii
^i*
]?

bartenders, barbacks, and cocktail hostesses
The b-rtenders and cocktail hostesses have separate Jobs, but are almost Identical to other positions in the restaurant. The bal*tender
performs the same function as the cook except th^t he handles liquor
instead of food. The bartender is responsi>^le for the control of the
bar. '-Je is to keep the cocktail hostesses busy and to make drinks.
He is to keep track of all monies ^-nd f-^.e s^le of miscellaneous items
such as ci.orars and favors. He mus*- also keep an inventory of all
products in the bar and make out a liquor requisition at the end of
each night. He is to allow no one behind the bar except himself, the
21

management, repairmen, and the barback. The barback is an assistant
bartender trainins: to be a full bartender. He helps the bartender in
any way he can and learns his Job by observing and participating. The
cocktail hostess performs the same duties as the hostess except that
she is in the bar. She serves drinks to the guest both in the bar
and in the dining room. Cocktail hostesses are promoted from hostesses on their merits and as they become accustomed to taking care of
the guest.

i

tips for bartenders and cocktail hostesses
1.
2.
3.
k.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11.
12
13.
li^.

15.

Before beginning your shift, give yourself enough time to
check your tar stock and fruit. Check your bank and bar
checks.
Know all drinks and prices, call items, snc^ wines on the
wine list.
Greet the patron; be courteous and attentive.
Be fast, accurate, do not let anyone wait. If you are busy
when a customer comes to the bar, speak to him, let him
know you are aware of his presence and will serve him as
soon as you can.
Remember the customer's name and call him by it.
Suggest PYi appropriate drink to the men or lady who hesitates when ordering.
Keep the atmosphere pleasant. Keep /our own voice at a
conversational level.
Do not Join a conversation, but be a good listener.
Do not neglect the "new" customer by standing at one end
of the bar talking to your companions.
Always keep your station scctless. Keep the bar spotless,
Never mention a customer's last visit, unless he brings it
up himself.
Remember that the man who comes to the bar alone ^ets impatient the fastest. Be mindful of the order in which patrons come m . but try to serve the "lorier" first.
All liquor bottles must be cracked or broken when empty.
Be careful of manors. Check I. D. and signature. If still
in doubt, legally, you do not have to serve a person.
Ring up the money properly.

f^
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16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Never fill ° gl^sF so full th^t a customer miPht spill i-t
on himself when he c^ttempts tc drink it.
Keep your classes scarklinc cle«n.
"''ensure your drinks over t'^e mixin:? glass - avoid spillaae.
Be up on cu^^rent events, shows, ^nd especially -soort«. The
customers expect this.
Do not serve an intoxicated person.
Y.eexi h-r fruits fresh and make sure they look P-QOC.
Comfortable shoes are impor'^a-^t to both bartend prp and
cocktail '^osterses as you are on your feet continually.

—uniforms
The w.-^iters, cocktail hostesses, bartenders, busboy^, &v.<^. front door
hostesses will have specific uniforms. The kitchen pers-o«ti?e_l KXXX
be flexible in their dress with some restrictions.
--p-eneral expec^.etirns of all employees
There are a few thira-s that are expec-ted of all e-'-.ployees:
1. Honesty from e-ployees to the restaurant on supoJLi-«€,
tickets, food and drinks, to fellow employees, arid, to the
customer on his •^ickets and in the service he receives.
2. They should come tc work with a good a^-titude and outlook
on life.
3. They should be prepared both mentally and physically to do
their Job '•T'e^'ore coming to work.
k.
They should be on time and snould not be absent .unle-ss their
schedule has been chanp-ed by the management.
5. They should c^re about their customers:
A. Talk to customers
B. Learn the names of regular customers
C. Take special care of regular customers and tney will
show their !=poreciation
6. It is expected thet employees come to the -onaae-.ent if
they 'I'^ve any problem, personal or business.
7
It is the responsii-ility of each employee to mark off his
own schedule as to the shifts that he is not able to work.
8. ^Ployees radiate the imas^e of the restaurant av.'^. ^snculd
therefore ma3:e it favorable to the customer.
23

CHAIN OF COMMAND CHART

ack
Hostess (cock

NOTE:

ess (reception)

Everyone is responsible to the management either
directly or indirectly as as indicated in the
illustratlcn.
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Equipment
The consideration of equipment requirements is extremely Important to
the fabric of a design program. The success of many businesses relies
srreatly on the precise relationship between activity operation and
equipment. This success is very evident in the restaurant business.
The following is a listing of equipment required for specific activities and/or soacesi
—managing
record storage
desk
chairs
shelf storage
calculator
telephone - du°l purpose
sound system
trash receptacles
--hostessing (reception)
table
chair
telephone
--hostessing (cocktail)
trays
trash receptacle
—waiting
urns
warmers
reach in refrigerator
set-up racks and trays
glassware rac'-rs and trays

26

silver storage
portable bus trays snd racks
bread rack
bread warmer
napkin storage shelves
refrigerated dairy end dessert boxes
calculator
ice bin
ice water dispenser
time clock
cash register
telephone
trash receptacles
utility sink
—bartending
two ^•'•eshing sinks
glass washer - automatic
ice bin and/or ice maker
storage shelves for all bar glassware and utensils
blender
ice crusher
keff beer cooler and tap
small refrigerator for juices, fruit, dairy products, etc,
glass chiller
utility sink
shelves for bottle storage and display
hot plate
garnish trays
bottle beer and wire cooler
trash receptacles
drawers for small utensils
compressors for refrigeration units
cutting board
floor mats
telephone
cash register

^'^pli!
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—food preparing and cooking
receiving table with weighing scales
shelving for received goods
ice maker
meat cutting block
utility table for meat preparation
two-compartment sink with drain board for meat and vegetable preparation
mop sink
^
shelving for clean pots and pans
shelving for clean dishware
portable racks for clean and dirty flatware and slassware
portable potato bin - stainless wire mesh
cook's ti'bles; one to have sink and overhead oan rack; shelf above
and slotted shelves below; tool drawers
roasting and baking oven
grill
overhead ventilating hood with grease filters
vegetable steamers
open top range
heavy duty gas broiler
deep-fat frier
bread warmer
hot food t-^ble with heat lamps
walk-in cooler
reach in refrigerator
freezer
vegetable and salad work table with utility sink
large electric mixerportable bread rack
various small cooking utensils such as cubers, cutters, can openers,
ladels, forks, tongs, measuring cups, etc.
floor mats
telephone
automatic air freshener dispenser
trash receptacles
compressors for refrisreration units

28

—dishwashing

111'

commercial automatic dishwasher
utility table for incoming and outgoing dishware, flatware, etc.
dish tray racks
disposal unit
water heater
shelving for detergents and various other cleaning agents and related
utensils
floor mats
—dining
tables
chairs
booths
high-chairs
serving carts
--maintenance
mops, brooms, dustpans
mop bucket
hoses
canister sprayer
heavy duty vacumn cleaner
shelvins for cleaning agents and small utensils
—washrooms
lavatory basins
toilets
urinals
cloth or paper towel dispenser
hand dryer
mirror
radiant heater
soap dispenser
29

toilet tissue dispenser
sanitary napkin stations
trash receptacles

M!
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FOOTNOTES
NOTE:

Information on employee activities obtailed from the training
programs of the Montana Mining Company Restaurant in Midland,
Texas, The Meat Market Restaurant in Lubbock Texas, and the
two Brookshire Inns also in Lubbock, Texas.

NOTE:

Equipment information obtained through Food Service Equipment
and Supply Company, Lubbock Food Service Supply Company, and
Ricketts Supply Company, all located in Lubbock Texas,
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P A C E

Basically, the office is the space alotted for business transactions.
The restaurant office is necessary so as to provide a private place
where the functions of the manas-ement can teke place. These functions w-^'Jld include such things as consulting, record keeping, and
clerical work. The office can be very simple and unadorned as it
would iar-^ly be seen by curtomers or it just as easil.y could be large
and luxurious. This depends on the availability of space, funds, and
client desire.
Many times the office is the control center for some of the mechanical s.ystems in a restaurant. Some of these systems might include the
inter-restaurant telephone system, security alarm system, music intertainment system, li.="hting system, heating and air conditioning s.ystem, etc.
j^ntrance and Reception
The reception area becomes almost a necessity in the upper reaches of
today's modern restaurant. "The area may be simply an anteroom to
the dininc area or it may consist of a vestibule, waiting rocr.,
lounge, or any or all of these. An entrance area as a whole has several~functions: it gives a sense of spaciousness to a restaurant; it
can provide a meeting place for guests and a place to wait for tables
in rush hours; it is the first statement of the restaurant's character and the im.mediate continuation of the theme established by the
exterior; p.^ic^ it can act as a center for the restaurant's amenities.""

||

The entrance and reception area is the center of activity for the
hostess.
i! j ,

Public Service
The a v a i l a b i l i t y of public telephones has become increasingly Import i o n t o ^ h e size of the r e s t a u r a n t .

"Telephone booths should, i .
32
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possible, be somewhat apart from dining or drinking areas and as completely soundproof as possible."" Proper lighting"and ventilation
should be provided if the space alotted for telephone use is to be
enclosed.
Often times it is a good practice to provide space for vending machines where direct over the counter sales of amenities is difficult or
undesirable. A small amount of space should be provided for promotionals such as matches, after dinner mints, and toothpicks.
Dining: Service Facilities
"The most important service facilities in the dining room are subservice stations of the waiters"^," busboys, and hostesses. These service facilities or waiter's stations "should be strategically placed
to be handy for the server and to the washing up area for easy replacement of items. "3' The station should also have direct access to
the kitchen for efficient flow of prepared food. "The principal service station...is better located out of the dining room because of
the attendant noise and confusion,"'^
"A principal station will carry...such things as cubed ice, running
water, refrigerated compartment for portioned butter, etc., table
linen, condiments, and rolls. "^'
The service facility station is the center of the waiter, busboy, and
hostess activity.
Bar
"The bar...should be designed to attract a particular clientele rather than attempt to be ail things to all men. Since liquor is more
profitable than food, the restauranteur does well to encourage his
clientele to use the bar as a lounge while waiting for a table."
This can be a very strong asset for the restaurant. Many people do
nbt approve of drlrkin^,~and many others, who dp not disapprove nevertheless could not conceive of meeting anyone in a cocktail lo^^gf;
This problem must snd can be solved bv using screens. Those who pre?er can S e S wait in the lounge while those who do not can wait away
33

r
from the lounge In a separate area, -he bar should pr-cvide a comforta.ble, relaxed atmosphere where the customer can feel immediately at
ease.
Kitchen
"The restaurant kitchen has three distinct classes of function; receipt and storage of food; preperation, cooking and service of food;
and washintr, cleaning, etc., of utensils. All these functions are
closely related and while the receipt and storage areas should be
separate from the preparation areas, all areas should be contiguous.""
The kitchen is the core of the restaurant.

I
I

Great consideration should be given to the relationships between
kitchen areas and other areas. "Thus the main kitchen areas are as
follows:
!•

2.
3»

Receiving and storage spaces. Including frozen food storage.
These should be located near the receiving entrance. Garbage disposal and garbage can cleaning areas should also be
near.
Preparation areas for vegetables and meat with sinks and refrigerator nearby.
Cooking units for general food preparation.

From this point on activities do not have to take place In the general kitchen area, but may be more suitable to a v:aiter's service
station.
k.
5.

it:

Preparation areas for salads, fruit, deserts, and sandwiches.
Areas for making coffee, tea, and fountain specialties; pouring cream, fruit, vegetable juices."3*

The planning of the ki^-chen is very important as so much depends upon
its efficient functioning.
Dishwashing
The space provided for the dishwashing activity should be closely
34

v
related to the food preparation and cooking area, and waiter's station.
The ef'^icient operation of all_these': spaces relies heavily on the
smooth flow of clean and dirty dishes to and from the dishwashing
area. It is usually desirable for the maintenance area to be easily
accessible to the dishwashing area. This is due to the fact that
disposing of garbage and washing dishes is a very messy business and
requires much maintenance at the end of a work day as well as busy
times during the vrork shift.
Dining Room
"Dining rooms o^ all types are sim.ilar in some ways. They must be
comfortable and-attractive and provide a degree of privacy of individual tables."" The dining area should also be convenient,for customers 9nd employees alike. The appearance of the dining area is dependant "on its relation to other areas, rooms, and facilities."'^ A
dining area can be many different things. It could be a sidewalk, a
garden, a river, a mountain, or a skyline. "It is interesting to
realize how rarely a restaurant takes advantage of a view-"39
"The proper relationship of a dining
utmost Importance. The simplest way
materials from the kitchen to dining
those kitchen functions that can and
room, ""o

!

ll;!'.

room to kitchen facilities is of
to set forth the movement of
room to kitchen is to talk about
dftfen do take place in the dining

Mr

The dining room is considered the second most important area in a
restaurant complex.
Maintenance
The maintenance area is important in that it provides a separate area
for ^he storage of all equipment needed to keep the restaurant in efficient worki--g order. Some of the small mechanical systems may be
based in the maintenance area providing for ease of access. Electrical panels, water heaters, and heaters ere examples of some of the
maintenance oriented functions.
35
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Washrooms
"No matter what size the restaurant m.ay be it is good practice to
allot generous spece to rest rooms, particularly the ladies', since
t>»ey will need room for nose-powering as well as ablutions. The minimum space in either case should accommodate three people comfortably,''^'
Restroom location is very important in the design of a restaurant, A
sound solution for this problem., which is often followed, is to locate
the restrooms just off the waiting area or, if there is no designated
area for waiting, off whatever entrance there is. If sufficient space
is at a minim:Um, the bar snr] dining room may have to share restrooms.
"There are few restaurants where customers are likely to see the
kitchen, food storage areas, etc. As a result their Jud.^ement of a
restaurant's standards is largely on the basis of the condition of
*"he restrooms. "*2 The im.portance of cleanliness end sanitation is
critical to this Judgement. "Ease of sanitary m.aintenance is one of
the main ^aspects of which to be aware in buying equipment. "*3
"Once inside the restroom the customer should be given privacy by
•^eens of partitions between and doors on closet stalls; in the ladies'
room there s^^ould be a place for applying lipstick, combing hair,
etc. This requires a shelf type lavatory basin for purses and makeup equipment. Lounging chairs are certainly a pleasant luxury in a
ladies' room and adequate waste recepacles in all rest rooms make it
easier for customiers to be neat."**
In nearly all cases it is desirable to provide separate restroom
facilities for the staff and the public. It is, however, legitimate
to combine the separate facilities in a small restaurant.
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FACILITIES. _IMPORTANCE

KITCHEN

DINING ROOM

PUBLIC SERVICES: WAITING ROOK, FOYER. ETC.

EXTERIOR, PARKING, AXD LANDSCAPING
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DISPINSING OF GOCDS WITHIN R?.STl,mi,K'V

MAINTENANdE' , N r -/fqwr^s.

GOO

WIX2
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CUSTOMER ACCESSIBILITY TO RESTAURANT AREAS

CUSTOrSR
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DIFFERENT BAR TYPES
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B L • G .

C O O E^S

BUILDING CODES
Strict adherence to building codes is very Important in the programming and design of any building. A clear understanding of the code
is extremely important to the architect so that he may best serve his
client. It is essential that he please the client and provide a safe
space for the client's patrons.
Restaurants are classified as Group B occupancies. Division 3 of the
Uniform Building Code. The following restrictions are placed on the
design and construction of a restaurant as stated in the current
Uniform Building Code,
"Section 702
Buildings or parts of buildings classified in Group B because of use
or character is limited to the types of construction set forth in
Tables No. 5-C and 5-D and shall not exceed, in area'^or height, the
limits specified in Sections 505, 506, and 507-"
"Section 505 (a) One-Story Areas

'^•

The area of a one-story building shall not exceed the limits set forth
in table No. 5-C except as provided in Section 506,
For buildings located in Fire Zone Vo. 3 ^-^^ b^sic area may be increased 33 i/3 per cent. Basements and cellars need not be included
In the total allowable areas provided such basement or cellar does
not qualify as a story."
"Section 506
(a) General - The floor areas specified in Section 505 may be
Increased by one of the following:
1. Sf^nftration on two sides. Where public space, streets,
or yards more than twenty feet (20') in width extend
along and adjoin two sides of the building, floor areas
may be Increased at a rate of two and one-half per cent
for each foot by which the minimum width exceeds twenty
43

2.

3.

feet (20'), but the increase shall not exceed 100
per cent.
Separation on three sides. Where public space, streets,
or yards more than twenty feet (20') in width extend on
all sides of a building and adjoin the three sides of
the building, floor areas may be increased at a rate of
two and one-half per cent for each foot by wnich the
minimum width exceeds twenty feet (20'), but the increase
shall not exceed 100 per cent.
Separation on all sides. Where public space, streets or
yards, more than twenty feet (20') in width extend on all
sides of a building and adjoin the entire perimeter,
floor areas may be increased at a rate of five per cent
for each foot by which the minimum width exceeds twenty
feet (20'). Such increases shall not exceed 100 per
cent. "

"(c) Automatic Fire-extinguishing Systems. The area specified in
Section 505 ^ay be tripled in one-story buildings and doubled
in buildings of more than one story if the building is provided with an approved automatic fire-extinguishing system
throughout as specified in Chapter 38."
"Section 507. The maximum height ^nr* number of stories of every
building shall be dependent upon the character of the occupance and
the type of construction, and shall not exceed the limits set forth
in Table No. 5-D, except as provided in this Section. The height
shall be measured from the highest adjoining sidewalk or ground surface, provided that the height measured from t^e lowest adjoining
surface shall not exceed such maxiT.um height by more than ten feet
(10').
The limits set forth in Table No. 5-D may be increased by one story
if the building is provided with an automatic fire-extinguishing system t;roug?;o;?'installed in accordance With t^e provisions of Chapter
-^P, ^hP ?nrrea-:e in height for sprinklers shall not apply when other
??;visio\s"orthL.'SoSf require automatic fire-ext^^^^
throughout or when the increases under Section 506 (c) are used.
44
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"A fire resistive ceiling shall not be required in one-story buildings of Type III. IV, or V construction hav'ing an open frame roof.
Division and Occupancies with an occupant load of 1,000 or more shall
be of Type I, II, III construction."
"Division 3 Occupancies with an occupant load of 50 or more, which
are located over useable space, shall be separated from such space by
not less than one hour fire-resistive construction."
"Section 703* All buildings housing Group B Occupancies shall front
directly upon or have access to a public street not less than twenty
feet (20') in width. The access to the public street shall be a minimum twenty foot (20') wide right-of-way unobstructed and maintained
only as access to the public street. The main entrance to the building sh&ll be located--on the public street or'on the access.way.
For fire-resistive protection of exterior walls and openings, as determined by location on property see Section 50^ and Part V."
"Section 704. (a) General. Stairs, exits, and smokeroof enclosures
shall be provided as specified in Section 3316."
"Section 33l6. (a) Group E, Division 1. 2, 3. Group P, Divisions 1
and 2 Occupancies shall have exits as required by Section 3315. In
Group B, Division 3 Occupancies having an-occupant load of more than
100, exit doors shall not be provided with a latch or lock unless it
is panic hardware.
Exception; Group B, Division 2 and 3 Occupancies such as restaurants, bars, bowling alleys, auditoriums and similar commercial uses
and in churches, panic harciware may be omitted from the main exit
when t the main exit consists of a sin.5-le door or one pair of doors.
A key locking device may be used in place of the panic hardware
provided there is a readily visible metallic sism adjacent to the
••• • door stating 'THIS DOOR MUST REMAIN/JKLOCKED DURING BUSINESS dCURS.'
The sign shall be in letters not less than one inch (1") high on
a contrasting background. When^unlocked, a single door and each
leaf of a pair of doors must be free to swing without operation of
any latching device. The locking device on a pair of doors must
be arranged so that when one leaf is unlocked, the other is free
to swing. Flush, edge or surface bolts or any other type of de45

vice that may be used to close or restrain the doors other than by
operation of the locking device are prohibited. The use of this
Exception may be revoked by the ^uildin?- Office for due cause."
"Section 706. Exits shall be enclosed as specified in Section 33l6.
Elevator shafts, vent shafts and other vertical openings shall be enclosed, and the enclosure shall be as set forth in Table No. 17-A."
"Section 707^ When required bv other provisions of this Code, automatic fire-eytinguishing systems, ^tandpipes, and basement oipe inlets shall be installed as specified in Chapter 3S«'*
"Section 3BOI. Standard automatic fire-extinguishing systems shall
be Installed as specified in this Chapter in the following places:
1. In every story, b^sem.ent.or cellar of a building when the
floor area exceeds fifteen hundred square feet (I50O sq.ft.) and there is not provided at least twenty square feet
(20 sa. ft.) of ooening entirely above grade in each fifty
lineal feet (50 lin. ft.) or fraction thereof of exterior
wall in the story or basement or cellar on at least one side
of the building. Openings sh.nll have a T.inimum of not less
than thirty inches (30").
When openings in a story, basement, or cellar are provided
on only one side and the opposite wall of such story, b-^sement, or cellar is more than seventy-five feet (75') from
such openings, the story, base'^.ent, or cellar shall be provided with an approved automatic fire-extinguishing system
or openings as specified above shall be provided on at least
two sides of the exterior walls of the story, basement, or
cell<=r.
If any portion of a basement or cellar is located more than
seventy-five feet (75') from openings required in this Section, the basement or cellar shall be provided with an approved automatic fire-extinguishing system."
"Section 3802. Required automatic fire-extinguishin.- s'/stems sha 11
comply in all respects with the regulations set forth in J. 3. ^.
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standard No. 3^-1-^7 or Ko. 3^-^-67.
Exceptions; 1. A single water supply equal to the primary supply required by such regulations may be accepted as complying
with the requirements of this code,
2, Automatic fire-extinguishing systems required in paragraph
4, Section 3801, may be supplied from the domestic water system
and need not comply with the provisions of +-his Section except
as to pipe sizes and spacing of heads, provided that where the
domestic vrater supply has a pressure less than 15 pounds per
square inch, an approved automatic chemical extinguisher may be
used in lieu of the automatic fire-extinsuishing system,
3. The alarm valve required for a standard auto-catic fire-extinguishins- system shall not be required in the cellars of
Groups B. "C, D, E, F, G, and H. Occupancies where the area of
such cellar is less than three thousand square feet (3OOO sq.ft.).
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FOOTNOTE
NCIE:

A l l q u o t e s from t h e Uniform B u i l d i n g Code.
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MATERIALS AND M.glHODS
The restauranteur must provide a few basic nee-'? if he wishes to
attain the goal of pleasing his patrons. The •:?•^•:\r^ thing the patron
becomes aware of is the atmosphere as a whole. It is important that
it be clean, comfortable, properly lit, and colorful. These factors
along with other positive factors can help to further the srrowth of a
restaurant.
The materials and methods of use are integral in defining the image
of a restaurant. "^he following divisions will help in defining the
reouirements of the restaurant.
Design Elements
Many architects combine structural and other functional elements so
that all may contribute to the design entity.
"Structural materials have already been employed widely as design
elements. Wood beams <=nd rafters, wood and metal detailing around
door and win^^ow openings, hardware, &nd sorretimes even fastenins"s,
have been combined in ways to enhance the total design."** Glass and
plastics both cle^r and colored are employed more frequently in an
architectural sense. Supporting columns, beams, and other such elements may be used edvantagously. "Brick, concrete and cinder block,
as well as other exotic materials are exposed inside and out. In
areas where insulation is-demanded, it is sometimes made integral
with interior acouetic treatment,"**
No matter what the specific image a restauranteur wishes to produce,
"this image should be emphasized in every physical feature of the...
premises. Only in this way can a restaurant capitalize completely on
its image and be somewhat unique in comparison to all other restaurants, "*'
ACOUSTICS
The goal of good acoustic design is to provide an environment conducive to pleasant conversation. This is neither difficult nor ex-
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pensive.
"Floor covering may be considered under two general headings: resilient, including asphalt tile, plastic tiles, linoleum, rubber tile,
cork and carpet; ridgid, including glazed tile, quarry tile, magnesium composition, colored concrete, terrazzo and slate,"*8 "The noisiest flooring miaterials are terrazzo, stone, or concrete so if carpeting is too long range a material, rubber or vinyl flooring are less
noisy then most others."*' Carpeting would definitly be the most
sound absorbent material available.
Wall covering materials can be thought of as extentions of the floor
covering since m.any materials such as terrazzo and various tiles are
used in this manner. Wall finish materials are endless, ranging from
brick, wood, paneling, gypsum board, glass, and even m.etal. The
choice of a wall material should depend on the acoustic effect desired,
The seme choices of materials in perhaps a little different form are
also available for use on ceilings,
"Offending restaurant noises center at a frequency of about 512; any
material selected should have a high sound-absorbing coefficient at
this cyclic rate, "50
Lighting and Color
The importance of lighting in restaurant design is evident to anyone
in the field. Areas of different activity have different li.^htlng
requirements. It is usually recoTmended that restaurant "corridors
be provided with 10 f.c.;rkitchens, pantries and serving,areas, with
20 f.c. ; snc^ displays, with 50 f.c."*' For a restaurant servin-?
lunch and dinner it is common practice to provide adjustable lightins^
in most areas.
"In consid<^ring lighting... it is wise to remember that daylight, when
available, can play a part in lighting a dining room ^nd it is the
cheapest means available."^^ The color of light in addition to light
intensity must also be considered to produce the desired effects for
different soaces. A desirable effect of proper li.ght color is t^at
SO

the food as well as the person eating it are flattered rather than
distorted.
"Light also must always be considered in relation to color for, as
almost everyone knovTs, there is no color without light. If we think
in terms of getting the most out of the lis-ht.. .white and lieht pastels are logical because they will reflect 65^ to 95^ of the li£-ht."s3
This is not applicable in all cases when atmosphere is important.
"Warm colors and dim 11 ghts"^.-ould be more suitable for a" fine restaurant and bar.
Hea<-irg, Ventilating, Air Conditioning
Once the patron has made his way inside, he is ready to be made com-"
fortable. "This t'=kes in many things. The temp^r'^'ture must be
pleasant for eating, not too hot and not too cold. There must not
be drafts that M o w on customers or too much heat from fireplaces
or heat ducts.""
Heating system.s and the proper application of systems has become
nearly a perfect science. It is rare that complaints can be heard
about the level and type of heat. A proper heating unit should b^
furnished for the restaurant as it does get extremely cold in Midland,
Texas. ^his unit may be combined with the cooling unit. "SuTmer
cooling...may keep more customers away than it can attract because
this science has nowhere near the background of subjective testing as
does its cold weather counterpart."** The important thing to consider
in air conditioning is a proper relation between reduction of he^t
and of humidity, "It is easier, naturally, to build in a complete
system than it is to depend on units. However, units °re pvailahle
that work so well it is virtually impossible.. .to find a draft. "*'
Heating and air conditioning svstems rely heavily on a source of air
to replace what has already been heated or cooled. "Inlets for airconditioning and ventilation must be calculated carefully, not only
to avoid drafts but to prevent short circuiting of air-circulation to
exhaust openings. "**
Heating , ve-tilating, and air conditioning must be carefully designed. The success of the restaurant depends greatly on a harmonious
operation of these systems.
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50. ['•'otels. Hotels, Restaurants and Bars, op. cit., p. 157,
51. Ibid., p, 171.
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SITE - SPECIFIC
The general location of the restaurant that this proffra^i outlines is
in the West Texas city of Midland, Texas. The site is a twelve and
one half acre plot of land designated as a future shopping center in
the northwest part of the city on the northeast corner of the inters'^ctlon of Andrews highway running e^st and west, with "'Tidland Drive,
running north and south.
This suburban location affords many advantages to the sucess of a new
restaurant. The site is obviously on a m.ajor corner lot with access
to ~'--ie two intersecting traffic routes. "The corner position is
usu<=].ly considered the most desirable.. .For one thing, it is immediately ^-^£ible to passers-by and the job of designing an entrance and
sirn oimed at attracting attention is thereby: made much easier."*'
Anothei plus factor along these lines is the fact that the restaurant
'-'ill be integrated into a neighborhood shopping eenter that will cater
•7^0inly to the middle and upper income groups of the vicinity. The
finest, m.ost modern theater in Midland is located on the lot just east
of and adjacent to the site. This would also be a good clientele
drawing factor. The site is on two major tr^^ffic routes within the
city and in a neit^hborhood with no fine eating facilities nearby.
The si^e Is in a central location amid four existing popular upper
Income apartment complexes. These complexes are within two minutes
walking time of *"he site. There are other very large vacant sites
within one block that are very suitable for apartment complexes, single family housing, business, or shopping. This neighborhood is close
to the rapidly expanding northern part of the city. The majority cf
the building in the city Is taking place north of town, '-fidl^nd
Drive is to^be widened iust north of the site ss it is only two lanes
at present. Future plans of the neip-hborhood such as this have been
exa-r-ined to assure the promise of clientele.

$'l
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FOOTNOTE
.. 59. Joan Adler and William W. Atkin, Interiors Book of
Restaurants, (Whitney Library of Design: New York, New York, i960)
p, 16,
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Restaurant Tvoe
In choosing a restaurant type many things were taken into consideration,

.^^idland is the hcm.e of numerous eating and drinking estab-

lishments but few of these'are truly fine places.

These few fine

restaurants specialize mainly in Mexican food and steaks.
not really cater to the seafood connoiseur.

They can-

At present the only way

that a Mldlander can enjoy a fine seafood atr^osphere is to drive to
Odessa where there is a better selection of eating establishments.
A quality festive seafood restaurant accompanied by a lounge would
be extre-^eiy well received in Midl^^nd.

It seems that both the pro-

fit -ro"f"ive and the objective of pleasing patrons has a favorable
chance for a high degree of success in r'idland, Texas at this time.
The next step one must concider ^fter the choice of restaurant
type has b'^en made is the design" of a menu that will please a vari-ety of patrons as well as make the owner a profit.

From the menu.

calculations must be made for various general requirements.

The

menu as well RS the general requirements '^ot already set forth in
"-he progr'^m are stated In the following section entitled "Supplements to the Thesis Program".

Fuprlem^nts to •^'he Thesis Pr'•'enu
' i 'T r i "^ o

Crab
Lobster
Oysters or 1/2 shell
Crooked Grab

?.00
2.00

2.75
3.00
2.95

SCUr::
Clam Chowder
S O U P du Jour

85
"5

Caesar
Crab Louie
Shrimp Louie

l."5
3.95
3.95

GOLDEN FRIED DINN.ERf.
Eastern Scallops Platt'^^r
Combination Seafood Platt=-r
(Shrimp, Scallops. ~ilet of Sole)
Barbecued Shrimp
Stuffed Shrimp !viapped in Bacon
•'^eB'^. «j^o Lr "ot'-r
L o b s t e r Supreme
B r o i l e d Lo'^-'^te-r
P c c h e d Salmon
~ . . ^ — L J J ^ a. .'..•; _-ri

i'

^••ilk

D5ec;ihT
Cheese Cake

4.50
4.25
7.50
5.50
6.50
4.50

.^--a:

-g'-.t
'.1 OP-Green
Shellfish Salad

B£V?R-C Z
Coffee
Tea

4 . CO
4.50

4.25
3.25
ALL DINNERS INCLUDE:: Soup or
Salad, Rice ."ilaf or choice of
Potato

n •- ;•" o

•[ Ci

Desire'"" Profit

^/S.r^OO

Net Operatins- Profit %
Sales Needed

.20
^3^0,"00

(7^ . O'^O/. 2: •

No. of Opera+-lng Days
Average Sales/Day

(52 wks. X 6 d^ys)

^1-250

"'^c, •''•''':/312 )

"1700

Est. re^k Sales D^v

DINNIR

t Voiurce of . - u s i n e s s
Anticipated

6of

D o l l a r Vo''u.me -ach
Me-i^-l P e r i o d
Avera ge Check

^,6 = 0

Uo^o

^•^.53

^6.«0

No. Of Guests S'-rved Per
Peak Meal Period
Sea*" Cccupcncy Each
Period

312

15^
'^O m.in.

80 m i n .

2 hr.

2 hr.

2.0

1.5

LenA^th of leak Period
Seat Turnover
No. of Guest/Turnover

100

No. of S e a t s Needer
I S ^ S^^fetv
Total Seats

100
^ac'"or

in

Customer Data
-expected no. of customers
per day
Total seats needed for
dining
Area requirement for dining
(15 s.f./person X II5 seats)
Total seats needed for bar
and/or waiting
Area requirement for bar
seating
Total no. of seats at bar
(includes standing)
Area required for bar standing
and seating
Total parking

200-400
115
1725 s.f.
50
750 s.f,
15
150 s.f.
15

uloyee Data
Number of employees
Manager and/or assistant
Cook
Bartender
Waiters
Reception Hostess
Cocktail Hostess
Bus Boy
Dishwasher

2
2
2
4
1

3
2
X, Tot. 17

Max. parkin^ for
employees

17 spaces

Restaurant hours of operation
Meal service:
Lunch
Peak hours

11:00-2:00

Dinner 4:00-11:00

11:30-1:30

8:00-10:00

Min.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Kin. let. 8

SITE

The site is very advantagcus for many reasons.

Most of these

general reasons are discussed in the Thesis Program (p.53).

Upon

project completion a few more advantages beco-De obvious.
The shoppin.g complex is easily visible from all possible access
points.

This is most important when it comes to attracting potential

customers traveling dovrn the m.a1or vehicular and pedestrian routes.
The Seafood Restaurant/Lounge is located very strategically within
the shopping com.pler.

Its location seems to be the focal point vrith

•^ost of the shopping facilities to the west and the existing Westwcod
Cinema to" f-e east.

The two covered entrances to the Restaurant/

Lounge <^ct as focal points in" that they are obvious ent"^ances that
^*rill attract and draw curious customers into the complex and espe-•
ciallv the Restaurant.

The large plaza area in front of the covered

entry provides a pleasant landscaped atmosphere for the people in
the complex.
""he pedestrian \-Tf s a major concern at the site planning stage of
this project.

With four popular upper income apartments complexes

nearby as -ell as mary single f^rily residences it is hoped that there

will be large volumes of prospective customers walking to this
neighborhood activity center.

The pedestri-'^h will definitly become

more prominant due to th-^ energy shortaa-es.

Pedestrian walkT'rays

have been furnished across the large parking area up to the complex.
'^he parking spaces and drives were planned so that pedestrians would
only have to cross vehicular traffic in two places once they were on
the site.

These walkways are landscaped '^nr': have shaded rest areas.

The walkirays o'^fer s vista-like view of the area rather than a not- so-deli.rhtful glimpse of large expanses of asphalt and multitudes of
cars.
Service parking end delivery areas are provided at the west end of
the com.plex 5nd betv een the Restaurant/Lounge and the Westwood Cinema,

^hese spaces ere accessible from the alley only.

I felt that

it would be best for the complex as well as the customers if service
vehicles were kept separate from the customer vehicles.

There ere

restricted loading enr^ unloading zones at both ends of the complex
within the service p'^^rking areas.
Access from the irajor vehicular routes is simple snd somewhat
restrictive due to the pedestrian traffic routes.

The slowing of

traf'fic on the major routes will be accomplished by setMn.- up

slow speed zone areas for the pedestrian crossv.-f.lks.
Sufficient parkii-g has been provided for the complex on the site.
It :s expected that there will be some sharing of the theater parkij'g area.

The existins parking area belonging to the theater remains

unaltered.

The sho; ping complex parking area has been lov^ered about

three f-^et so that the view of the com.plex has not been blocked by
the rows of parked cars.

This would ''-e much more esthetic '-^.^ to

handle the parking in -^ront of the complex.

The evolution of the space arrangements and overall design of the
Restaurant/Lounge have grown from the Restaurant's operation analysis
combined with the particular needs of the customers.
main activity centers within the Restaurant.
the dining rooms, and the lounge,

There are three

These are the kitchen,

"These spaces vrill briefly be dis-

cussed es to their relationship to other spaces.
^he lounge is located at the west end of the building with the
customer entry hall at the south end.

I felt that it would be best

to keep the dining areas and the lounge separate due to the noise factor in the lounge that many diners mis-ht find offensive. Another factor which influenced this decision was that the dining areas would
close earlier than the lounge so In effect the two spaces can act
Independently.

The addition of the circular fireplace on a different

level provides a different space within a space.

The circular bar

compliments the circular fireplace while at the same time acts ^s a
focal coint when one e.nters the lounge.
serving any part of the lounge easy.

Its circular shape also makes

The special doorway/service win-

dow is used as a cocktail station which caters to the dining rooms
only.

It ^-s essential that the lounge have very close access to the

restrooms.

This has been carefully taken care of by keeping the door-

way back out of the pathways of any activities.

The entry to the ser-

vice ^eck is also back behind the bar v.'here It would not be noticed.
A re«r entra>^ce vras provided as an emergency exit to the alley as well
'^s a service entrance for liquor and other such deliveries.
The kitchen, being a service oriented facility in Itself was located to the rear of the Restaurant with direct access to t'le alley
where deliveries would be made,

Lart-e volumes of waste woula be gen-

erated in the kitchen and it would be advantagous to be able to get
this to the alley as easily as possible.

The waiters station acts as a

core where prepared food passes from the cooking area through the
service window ready to be served by the waiters.

The dish washing

area also has direct access to the waiters station so that dishes can
be easily transfered after they have been cleaned.

It is also very

simple to transfer dirty '^-nc clean dishes from the cooking area to the
f^ish was'iing area.

The cooking area needed to be closely related to

the walk-in cooler, fr^-^'ezer, and the dry stora.<<e area.

There are

reach-in doors to the large cooler directly over the work table.

The

freezer is conveniently located facing the food preparation area.

The

dry storage area along with the walk-in cooler and freezer were all
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located so that goods brought through the re^r door can be e^'Sil.y
dispersed to whatever ^.yoe stor«5-e they mic^ht require.

The s.mall

mechanical room behind the bar is accessible froT the dry storage
room because a.n i/dorr entrance would be desirable.
The dinl.ng areas are placed as they''are to t'=ke advantage of the
position of the waiters station.
accessible to the waiters station.

Each dining room needed to be easily
The hallway acts as a buffer ^one

between the noisy kitchen areas and the calmer dining areas.
hallway is restricted to use by only the employees.

The rear

It acts as a con-

nector between the lounge and dining areas as v:ell as the kitchen and
office.

The dining areas are shaped as they j.are to add some excite-

ment to the dining experience by providing unfa-niliar curves.

The

Introduction of different levels with'n the separate dining rooms.also
helps in creati.o^: spaces within spaces.

It was also necessary to pro-

vide subservice .-t.ations within each dining room.

Customer entry into

the dining areas is accomplished through large open doorways fi*ora the
entry hall along the front of the Restaurant.
nni^r experience of entering the restaurant

This emphasizes the

for the customer.

It also

orovides a separate entry hall for the customer snc" employees,
There are two front doorways into the lobby.

Each one faces the
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direction that prospective customers will be coming from.

The large

wooden piles •^nd. decking,help to draw people into the restaurant.
This treatment helps to -et the customer into a new and different
atmosphere.

It acts as a br«nsitional area from outside to inside.

The lobby is located lust inside the main entrances.
originaler of various activities.
wherever they wish tc go.
and the dining rooms.

It acts as the

People are greeted and directed to

This includes the lounge, the waiting area,

The restroo.ms were planned so that they could

be accessible from the lounge and the lobby.

People in the dining

areas would h^ive no difficulty in using the lobby entrance.

The small

receptionist station was located just inside the main entrance where
the receptionist cbuld easily greet customers and stow their wraps in
the centrally located closet.

The telephone booth is placed in the

lobby area out of the main tr-^^ffic pat*-erns but easily accessible from
any direction.

The large aquarium nestled in the wall between the lob-

by and the dining room is a decorative focal point visible from >^cth
sides.
The use of curv'^d walls, level changes and varying ceiling heights
help to emphasize the different atmosphere in this new dinl.ng establishment.

Upon entering a customer will be delighted and pleased by
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the uncom.mon at.moshpere which these factors along v.'ith a variety of
decorating techniques has produced in an otherwise atmosphere barren
city.

13
/i

I.'.AG-:: A.M AT'XS.^iZha
The olace at the top of the list wnen Americans go out to eat is
the one designed to take them far from their everyday environment.
Surveys in all categories verify that the happiest eating-out experience offers the extra attraction of an escape dlTension.

*-

The sea ^olng setting for the Restaurant and Lounge is achieved
through the combined use of many different design elgents.

The care-

ful .^election of building materials, furnishins's, color, and lighting
can be very effective in creating an exciting atmosphere.
In choosing the buildin? materials for the Restoursnt/Lounjre, I
felt that to achieve the rustic natural effect. I .vjas.-looking for. I
needed to use materials t-^-^t everyone associa':es vjith the sea eoln.ssetting.

For this reason I decided to use rough cut ':stone and rough

sawn lumber as the exterior building materials.

A combination of

materials pro.'des the seaside tavern effect I wanted.

The rou^h cut

stone and rough sawn lumb=^r are continued on many of the interior wall
surfaces.

It was important that the exterior appearance give some

indication of what is to be expected on the interiors.
The exterior deck just outsi-'e the main entrance gives the first
impression of a chanre of atmosphere.

As people cross the deck they
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pass ^hree gurgling pools of water surrounded by large pilina-? hound
with heavy ropes.

The same type of elevated decks are used in the

dlnirg areas help to create smisller spaces v-'ithin spacer;.
Another way I at'-e-T'Dted ^o o-et the patro-'^s ^•^•^t of their r^^ily
setting was to build parts of ship interiors into the interiors of the
different spac^-s.

Two specific examples of this can be seen in the

perspectives of the lounge and the east dining room.

This same type

of application is used in all the dining areas and the hallxfays.
P'urals of t'le

sort seen in the lounge seem to give the guest an irk-

ling of optical motion as they enjoy the v."=rmth of the "cabin".
miurals are present in various other conspicuous places.

Other

Lar e aquar-

iums such as the one in the lobby act as focal points with real live
sea creatures.

This gives the guest a miniature -Timipse of undersea

life.
Color is very i-^portan''' in conveyinp^ a desired atmosphere.

Where

wall surfaces ar--^ not treated with stone, wood, or any other r'ecorative
tro-trert, blues and green i'^'-'icative of the ocean are used,
also use various blends of these colors.

Carpe-s

T'hese ^^ark colors help to

maintain the subdued atmosphere required in the intimate dining areas
tihile warmer yellows, oranges, and browns liven up the more festive
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d i n i n g a r e a s , l o u n g e , and lobby.
S p e c i a l l i - n t i n s i s used i n a l l p a r t s of the r e s t a u r ^ ' n t t o c r e a t e
t h e d e s i r e d e f f e c t s conducive t o u s e r need.

The d i n i n g nresrj a r e

fur-

nished with soft warm li^-hting from small recessed l i g h t s in the c e i l ing.

Small k e r o s e n e l a n t e r n s a r e placed on each tabl^- ad/'lng tc the

in*'i-nate warm. atm.osph°re for each i n d v i d u a l croup of customers.
r a i s e d deck dii^ing area p i c t u r e d in t h e p e r s c ^ c ' i v e sketch i s
lit

The
softly

from, l i g h t s hidden behind t h e s l o p i n g ^--rrber colored panes of g l a s r

rem.iniscent of s h i n s ' windows.
cessed li<^hts in t h e c e l l i n g .

Lounge lisrhting i s o r i ' i a r i l y from r ^ Between the b'-^r snd f i r e p l a c e sm'^^11

i n d i r e c t l i g h t s a r e hi'^'^en in the applied decor hanging ffom the c e i l in?.

All l i - h t i n ^ i s oper'=te'^ from a master switch panel l o c a t e d in

t h e o f f i c e a r e a , however d i f f e r e n t

spaces T-111 be furnished I'itn

^.-

d i v i d u a l dimmer s"l*:ches so t h a t a v a r i e t y of l i - h t i n t e n s i t i e s Ic
possi b l e .
A u t h e n t i c a r t i f a c t s a r e c a r e f u l l y displayed on w a l l s '^^rir] in
s t r a t e s r i c P l a c e s ^hrou^hout t h e r - ^ s t ^ u r a n t .

Unique lamts, acoe.-sor'o-g

"-ric! a n t i o u e a d a p t a t i o n s a r e us^---' ext enoiv-^ly to cr^-^^te ^n a.tmorr.-ere
w'-'ich w i l l =--or.o<r-t d i n e r s of ^^11 a~es.

Menu:- exole^n ^t^e lirrtory ^n-'

use of marine a r ' i f ^ - o t s - h a t hav- been s e l e c t e d as jT.c-cific ele.r;en%r

of nautical decor.
Drawing on the ."^ea to create settings for seafood service permits
endless variations on the nautical theme.

Numerous patrons are v.^ant-

ing to ta''^e advantage of the new atmosphere that seafood establishments hav'^ to offer.

To attract these patrons I have tried to create

a nautical atmosphere with seafood specialties in a landlocked area.
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'••:::.:.'MCAL sfSTi-s
It is obvious that in a Restaurant with such diversified activities and uses of space there will need to be separate mechanical systems.

These systems wdre chosen to best suit the needs of the lounge,

the kitchen, end the dininsr areas.
The system which furnishes *:he h.v.a.c. to the lounge is located in
e small room at the rear of the lounge.

The room is accessible '^rom

the alley and from t^ e dry storage room in the kitchen.

The loun.ce

needs a very efficient ventilation system due to the very objectionable ST.oke problem that is co^^-^ion in most lounges.

The m.echanical

system would need to replace 100?^ of the air with fresh air at regular
intervals.

Cooling must also be very efficient as the summ.erE in

Midland tret very hot and with large n'jmbers of customers the lounge
could get rath«r hot at times.

Himiiity would not be a pro'~lem.

The kitchen also needs a very efficient ventilating and cooling
system f=>!^ kitchens get extr'^nely hot -nd humid.
would help relieve both of these problems.

A 100^ air exchange

The kitchen unit is lo-

cated in the larger mechanical room at the north east corner cf the
building.

This room is accessible "rom the outside service drive and

the large storage room.

The dini-^g areas along with the lobby, office, and hallvrays will
be serviced by anoth'^r unit located in the large mechsnical room.
The requirements for these spaces are not as strin.gen.t as for the
kitchen «nd the lounre.
ated.

They need to be properl.y cooled and ventil-

E'^ch of the separate spaces within this zone will be provided

wi't'h jndivi'-^ual therrostats as each space may requii^e different sett'ngs to maintain proper comfort control.
The ducting from the units to ''heir respective spaces v,'ill be
suspended between the suspended ceilln.^s and the structural mem.bers.
Cutlets v:ill be strates-ica lly placed in the ceilings.

I felt that

ceiling mounted outlets would work effective].y with the structural
system and accoustlcal cei ings.
•^he systems ""hat have b^en chosen are gas fired heating, ventil'•-ti ng. and cooling systems.

These systems are known as direct multi-

zone systems c^^pa'^le of delivo-ing different volumes and to-^ perntures
of conditioned air -^o different soaces within a single ^cne.

"^'^ey are

very flexi>^le and I felt that their use would be an asset in dealingwith the various conditions present in the Restaurant/Lounge.
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